
Drivewyze Safety+ makes it easier to talk to your 
drivers, right when they need to hear it. 

Set up your own virtual signs that automatically 
show when drivers reach a certain point on their 
route, like a yard entrance, specific destinations, or 
known hazards. Improve communication, reinforce 
good performance, and encourage safer decision-
making with our proven notification system.

Round out your safety initiatives 
with in-cab notifications.

Communicate with 
your drivers, safely.

Standard Alerts

Parking Alerts

Speed Alerts

Custom Alerts



VIRTUAL ROAD SIGNS THAT KEEP DRIVERS INFORMED

INSIGHTS THAT HELP YOU IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

Notifications are virtual road signs that appear when drivers approach hazardous sections of their route, or 
places that require extra attention. They use audio and visual cues to keep drivers informed and give them 
more time to respond in critical moments. 

Insights make it easy to see how your drivers respond in critical 
situations. With individual and fleet-wide reporting, you can see 
the impact of your notifications, identify your best performers, 
and understand where additional training may be required.

Drivewyze Safety+ can help reduce accidents, improve safety 
scores, reduce risk, and improve performance. All of our solutions 
are easy to set up, easy to use, and easy to report on. They don’t 
require additional resources to work (like expensive hardware 
or more staff) and integrate with your in-cab tools (like an ELD, 
tablet, or phone), making it easy to improve your fleet’s efficiency 
while avoiding costly accidents and timely roadside stops.
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STANDARD  
ALERTS

SPEED 
ALERTS

PARKING 
ALERTS

CUSTOM 
ALERTS

We worked with local, state, and national transportation and safety agencies 
to identify where drivers could use more time to respond, like ahead of sharp 
exits, tight curves, low bridges, steep grades, high collision zones, and more.

We looked at roads across the North America to determine where your 
drivers need to slow down, and made notifications that are proven to reduce 
over-speeding events in these critical locations by more than 27%.*

We know it’s harder than ever for drivers to find a safe place to park, so we 
made notifications that signal open rest areas with available stall counts.

We understand each fleet has unique challenges, so we made it easy to 
make personalized, location-based alerts. Use them to remind drivers of 
safety protocols, guide them through a yard, or welcome them home. 

Learn more about the custom 
alerts you can create

1-888-988-1590 
Weekdays 8AM to 9PM ET

www.drivewyze.com

https://cdn.brandfolder.io/6DSLP7MC/at/94frvtwc3q5pggkbrr35pcj/Safety__Use_Cases.pdf
<a href="tel:1-888-988-1590"></a>
https://drivewyze.com/safety-plus/

